
DIE CAST HOLIDAY ORNAMENTS GENERAL INFORMATION 

ARTWORK: All processes (except Printed Epoxy Dome and Litho) require clean black and white artwork. We prefer art to 
be 3-4 times the size of the emblem desired.  .eps vector artwork converted to curves or outlines is preferred in either 
Adobe Illustrator or CorelDraw.  An art charge of $35 to convert .jpg, .tif, gif, .png files may be required. Any 
detailed artwork that does not fall in to normal guidelines may need to be quoted for conversion of artwork. Printed 
Epoxy Dome and Litho require full color, photo ready art as we reproduce exactly what is submitted. If not available, the 
experienced emblem artists at FACTORY/CESHOPPES® can create the full color art.  

CATALOGS & RANDOM SAMPLES: Up to 10 available at no charge. Additional catalogs available at $2.50 each. If 
expedited shipping is required, appropriate charges will be invoiced.  

COPY CHANGES: Most copy changes require a new die or setup charge, & minimum quantities apply as shown for each 
process.  This includes a change of year – a new set up charge will apply. 

 SET UP FEE FOR ORN-SB, ORN-RO, ORN-WS, ORN-NS is $65.00 

 SET UP FEE FOR   ORN-GW, ORN-GB, ORN-GS is $100.00     

CORRECTIONS & CANCELLATIONS: An order in progress is subject to costs incurred to date, plus a $50 cancellation 
fee to CEShoppes®.  

DIES & TOOLING: Dies, tooling, models, films and molds remain the property of FACTORY/CESHOPPES®. Dies are 
available for reorder for three years from last order.  

OVERRUNS/UNDERRUNS: FACTORY makes every effort to ship the exact quantity ordered. However, we reserve 
the right to over or under ship by up to 5% and invoice accordingly.  

F.O.B.: Factory in Indiana, Los Angeles or Massachusetts. Factory will exercise its best judgment in selecting carrier if 
none is specified on order.  

LESS THAN MINIMUM: $175.00 Absolute minimum is 1/2 of minimum catalog quantity.  

PRODUCT MEASUREMENTS: To determine lapel pin size for pricing: longest dimension ( length or width). To 
determine embroidered patch size for pricing: LENGTH PLUS WIDTH DIVIDED BY 2 (Example: 2" x 4" patch is figured (2 
+ 4) divided by 2 = 3" size). To determine printed patch size for pricing: LENGTH TIMES WIDTH (Example: 2" x 4" is 8" 
size.)  

PRE-PRODUCTION PROOF: All die and setup charges plus $150. On orders of 500 pieces or more, $150.00 sample 
fee is rebated upon confirmation of quantity order. Spec or pre-production samples of embroidered patches also 
require a $175.00 setup fee, rebate able on the basis stated above. Changes made after product proof production may 
incur additional charges  

PROOF DIGITAL: E-mail proofs are available to expedite order processing time. FACTORY/CESHOPPES® guarantees 
product reproduction is accurate. FACTORY/CESHOPPES® does not warrant computer screen color matches as accurate.  

PRODUCTION TIME: 8-10 Business days with Image proof. Factory must accept a RUSH Order prior to placing and 
verify price for rush is as shown on web page.  

RETURNS: Inspect all shipments for accuracy immediately upon delivery. Provide emailed photo’s to CEShoppes of 
damaged items including shipping boxes.  All claims must be made within 5 working days from order shipment. Returns 
will not be accepted without authorization and an R/A # from FACTORY/CESHOPPES®.  

RUSH ORDERS: Accepted only upon factory approval. Nominal additional charges may apply.  

SECOND SIDE IMPRINT: Does Not Apply.  



SPECIAL PACKAGING: Available for all products. Call factory for quote on custom packaging.  

SPLIT DESTINATION SHIPMENTS: For shipment of more than one location or at different times for any one order, 
add $10.00 per location or shipment release.  

TRADEMARKS: The logos, names and trademarks that appear in FACTORY/CESHOPPES® catalogs / websites are not 
intended for sale and do not imply endorsement by the organizations represented. They are examples of the emblems 
previously manufactured and are not offered for sale, except with the express written consent of the firm owning the 
trademark. FACTORY/CESHOPPES® assumes no liability for determining the holder to legal title to any trademark or 
copyright. Any and all such determinations are the responsibility of the customer. 

 


